Immunoglobulin heavy chain (IgH) genes are assembled by rearrangement of variable (V H ), diversity (D H ), and joining (J H ) gene segments spread over 2.8 Mb of the genome ( Fig. 1A ; Subrahmanyam and Sen 2012) . The order of recombination is precise, with D H to J H recombination occurring first followed by V H recombination to newly created DJ H junctions. Regulated access of lymphocytespecific recombination-activating gene 1 (RAG1) and RAG2 initiates the process by introducing DNA doublestrand breaks at specific recombination signal sequences associated with rearrangeable gene segments (Schatz and Ji 2011) . Thereafter, breaks are repaired by the ubiquitously expressed nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) machinery; genomic instability inherent in a process that simultaneously introduces double-strand breaks at two sites in the genome requires V(D)J recombination to be tightly regulated. This is determined in large part by epigenetic means Shih and Krangel 2013) .
One key mechanism involves folding the IgH locus into conformations that bring V H gene segments located 0.1-2 Mb away into spatial proximity with D H gene segments. The earliest evidence for this was the demonstration that 5
′ and 3 ′ ends of the IgH locus are located in spatial proximity in developing B cells where IgH genes rearrange (Kosak et al. 2002; Sayegh et al. 2005 ). This phenomenon is referred to as locus compaction (or contraction), and its functional significance is inferred from the strong correlation between reduced locus compaction and restricted use of D H -distal V H gene segments in pro-B cells of mice bearing several genetic mutations that affect B-cell development. The most prominent of these are deletions of genes encoding the transcription factors Pax5 (Fuxa et al. 2004 ) and YY1 (Liu et al. 2007; Verma-Gaur et al. 2012) and "cis" mutations within the IgH locus that delete the intronic enhancer Eμ (Guo et al. 2011a) . A compacted IgH locus structure may also minimize hazardous DNA translocation events during V(D)J recombination. The transcription factor CTCF plays a key role in organizing the genome (Phillips-Cremins and Corces 2013). Its ability to alter chromosome conformation is mediated via interaction with cohesin, a protein that is known to form multimolecular complexes. CTCF binding is widespread across the IgH locus (Degner et al. 2009 ), and IgH locus compaction is diminished in CTCF knockdown pro-B cells (Degner et al. 2011) . However, lack of CTCF-binding sites within Eμ and the strong effect of Eμ deletion on IgH locus compaction suggest a more complex mechanism.
Busslinger and colleagues (Ebert et al. 2011; Medvedovic et al. 2013 ) recently proposed a model in which IgH locus compaction is driven by direct interactions between Pax5 (which binds to a cluster of Pax5-activated intergenic repeat [PAIR] elements dispersed through the 5 ′ V H region) ( Fig. 1A ) and CTCF bound throughout the locus. The role of Eµ and the transcription factor YY1 in this model is not clear. One possibility could be that YY1 binds to a subset of PAIR elements and regulates antisense transcripts at PAIR4, PAIR6, and PAIR8 (Verma-Gaur et al. 2012) . We had previously proposed a two-step model for generating IgH locus conformation (Guo et al. 2011a ). The first step, which is Eµ-independent, generates multiple 250-to 400-kb subdomains in the V H region. Because we identified these domains using anti-CTCF chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) loop assays, we proposed that they would be CTCF-dependent. The second step involves Eµ-dependent interactions with distant sites in the (Ebert et al. 2011 ) is indicated by gray ovals (P1-P14). The locations of probes used for fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) studies are indicated by black lines. BAC RP23-201H14 was used to mark IgH alleles and is located ∼44 kb 3 ′ of HS7 of the 3 ′ RR. (B) CTCF expression was attenuated (labeled CTCF KD) by shRNA expression (Degner et al. 2011) in primary pro-B cells from RAG1-deficient mice cultured on OP9 stromal cells; control cells expressed a scrambled shRNA in the same cells. Short probes are color-coded as shown at the left of representative nuclei from FISH experiments; BAC RP23-201H14 is shown in blue. Distances between probes were measured after deconvolution of images, and the average separation was calculated from 88-110 nuclei (Supplemental Table 1 ). Bar graphs show the percentages of IgH alleles in which the average distances between the indicated probe pairs fell in the ranges shown by different colors. The cumulative frequency distributions of spatial distance measurements for each color-coded probe combination are shown below the bar graph. D statistics and P-values for differences between control and knockdown cells were calculated using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and are shown in Supplemental Table 1 . (C ) Non-B cells were purified from the bone marrow of RAG2-deficient mice by removing pro-B cells using anti-CD19-coupled magnetic beads. FISH was carried out using the indicated small probes from the V H and D H regions and BAC RP23-20lH14 (shown in blue). Distance measurements and quantitation were as in B using 91-108 nuclei.
V H region that juxtapose subdomains in the V H part of the locus with the 3 ′ end of the IgH locus. The major loop subcompartment (MLS) structure derived by Murre and colleagues (Jhunjhunwala et al. 2008) in E2A-deficient pro-B cells, where Eµ is inactive, likely represents a locus that has undergone only the first step of locus compaction. Because Eµ contains a YY1-binding site, we proposed that Eµ-dependent effects could be mediated by this transcription factor. In light of these contrasting models, it is imperative to clarify the molecular mechanisms by which Eµ, YY1, CTCF, and Pax5 coordinately configure the functional structure of the prearrangement IgH locus in pro-B cells.
Here we provide a unifying model that defines a structural hierarchy by which these transcription factors and Eµ establish IgH locus conformation. We demonstrate that integrity of Eμ-dependent loops requires YY1 and uses the condensin components Smc2 and Smc4. In contrast, subdomains within the V H region are CTCF-dependent but YY1-independent. Furthermore, these CTCFdependent subdomains are B-lineage-specific and Pax5-independent. In addition, CTCF helps to configure the 3 ′ 280 kb of the IgH locus; however, the integrity of this domain also requires Eµ and YY1. These observations highlight combinatorial mechanisms by which the IgH locus structure is established via three levels of compaction mediated by three different transcription factors and lead to a novel model for the IgH locus. CTCF-and Pax5-dependent interactions compact the V H region, working in domains of a few hundred kilobases and over a megabase, respectively. The compacted V H region is brought into proximity of the 3 ′ end of the locus in a step that requires YY1 and Eμ. We suggest that such stepwise generation of chromosome conformation may apply more generally in folding megabase-sized chunks of the genome.
Results

Configuring the 5
The chromatin-organizing factor CTCF binds at multiple sites throughout the V H region, and IgH locus compaction is reduced in CTCF knockdown pro-B cells (Degner et al. 2011 ). In our model of the IgH locus, CTCF is involved in generating V H region subdomains that are Eμ-independent. Using anti-CTCF ChIP-loop, we previously identified two sets of interactions in the V H part of the IgH locus. One 288-kb domain (V10-V10-3) (Fig. 1A) lies at the 5 ′ end of the V H locus, and the second 250-kb domain (DFL-V3) lies at the 3 ′ end. These interactions are Eμ-independent, and we proposed that they would be CTCF-dependent. To test this hypothesis, we used primary pro-B cell cultures in which CTCF expression was attenuated by appropriate shRNA expression. These conditions led to 75% reduction in the level of CTCF mRNA and protein (Degner et al. 2011) . We found that both previously identified Eμ-independent loops were disrupted in CTCF knockdown cells ( Fig. 1B ; Supplemental Table 1 ). The site labeled DFL corresponds closely with three DNase1-hypersensitive sites that comprise the intergenic control region (IGCR1). Guo et al. (2011b) showed that mutating two CTCF-binding sites within IGCR1 reduced looping of this site to the 3 ′ regulatory region (3 ′ RR) located at the 3 ′ end of the IgH locus and accentuated proximal V H rearrangement to DQ52. We found that DFL-3 ′ RR interactions were disrupted in CTCF knockdown cells, thereby confirming the importance of CTCF in configuring the structure of this end of the IgH locus (Fig. 1B) . The three CTCF-dependent chromatin loops ranged in size between 250 and 400 kb.
As a control, we analyzed a 400-kb Eμ-dependent interaction between 5 ′ 7183 and Eμ (probe h4). Interaction between these two sites was minimally reduced in CTCF knockdown cells (Fig. 1B) . To quantitate looping disruptions caused by CTCF deficiency, we determined the extent of decompaction between specific sites as the ratio of the compaction values (Jhunjhunwala et al. 2008) in CTCFsufficient and CTCF-deficient cells. For both Eµ-independent loops, the decompaction in CTCF-deficient cells was ∼1.9-fold, whereas for the Eμ-dependent h4-5 ′ 7183 loop, the value was 1.3 (Supplemental Table 1 ). Maximal disruption of h4 and 5 ′ 7183 interaction on Eμ-deficient alleles resulted in 3.8-fold decompaction (Guo et al. 2011a ). We infer that CTCF knockdown partially disrupted Eμ-dependent looping. Because there are many CTCF-binding sites within Eµ-dependent loops, our interpretation is that the partial disruption resulted from attenuation of CTCF-dependent interactions within the Eμ-5 ′ 7183 loop. Degner et al. (2009) previously showed that CTCF bound to IgH in pro-B cells but not in mouse embryo fibroblasts, indicating that CTCF binding to the IgH locus was lineage-specific despite the factor being ubiquitously expressed. These observations predicted that CTCFdependent V H locus compaction would be lymphoid-specific. To test this, we assayed CTCF-dependent interactions in primary non-B-lineage cells isolated from the bone marrow of RAG2-deficient mice. We found that both V10-V10-3 and DFL-V3 interactions were absent in non-B-lineage cells (Fig. 1C) . Quantitation of fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) data showed that spatial distances between pairs of probes were comparable between CTCF knockdown and non-B-lineage cells (Supplemental Table 1 ).
The first transcription factor shown to be involved in IgH locus compaction was Pax5 (Fuxa et al. 2004 ). In recent studies, Medvedovic et al. (2013) proposed that Pax5-dependent locus compaction occurred via direct interactions between Pax5 and CTCF. Therefore, it was of interest to examine the role of Pax5 in establishing CTCF-dependent subdomains. For this, we expanded Pax5-deficient pro-B cells on stromal cell cultures (Pongubala et al. 2008 ) and assayed V10-V10-3 and DFL-V3 interactions by FISH; as a control, we used Pax5-sufficient pro-B cells from RAG2-deficient mice that were expanded similarly. Both of these CTCF-dependent, Eµ-independent interactions were intact in Pax5 −/− pro-B cells (Fig.  2B ,D,E; Supplemental Table 2 ). Because these cells were recombinase-sufficient and therefore likely to have partial IgH rearrangements, we also assayed a subset of interactions in Pax5-and RAG2-double-deficient
) pro-B cells in which IgH alleles would be in germline configuration. DFL-V3 interactions were unaffected in Pax5 −/− RAG −/− pro-B cells ( Fig. 2C-E ). In contrast, association between probes located within distal (3 ′ 558) and proximal (5 ′ 7183) V H genes was disrupted in both Pax5
−/− and Pax5 Table 2 ). Although Pax5 does not bind Eµ, interactions between Eµ and V H sites were also reduced in Pax5
− pro-B cells. The basis for this remains unclear, and possible models are considered in the Discussion. We conclude that lymphoid-specific access of CTCF to the IgH locus leads to the establishment of CTCF-dependent subdomains that are independent of Eµ, YY1 (see below), and Pax5. An additional level of compaction of the V H region is conferred by Pax5 that juxtaposes distal and proximal V H gene segments.
Configuring the 3 ′ IgH domain
The 280-kb 3 ′ IgH domain extends from the IGCR1, located 5 ′ of DFLI6.1 (Fig. 1A) , to the 3 ′ RR. Chromosome conformation capture (3C) studies show that IGCR1, Eμ, and the 3 ′ RR are spatially proximal in pro-B cells, leading us to propose a three-loop configuration for this part of the IgH locus (Degner et al. 2011; Guo et al. 2011a ). However, 3C techniques that read out proximity between sequences as a population average leave open questions of the frequency and variability of chromatin loops in individual cells. Although this is somewhat ameliorated by FISH, which permits assessment of the association frequency between two genomic regions in single cells, even this technique does not reveal the structures of putative loops or the path of the chromatin fiber within loops. To directly visualize chromosome loops in single nuclei, we developed a multiprobe FISH technique and used it to study the largest proposed loop of the 3 ′ IgH domain (250 kb) that extends from the Eµ to the 3 ′ RR. To visualize the Eμ-3 ′ RR loop, we generated six short FISH probes (E1-E6) that were separated by 30-50 kb (Fig. 3A) . Probes E1-E3, which are close to Eμ, were labeled with red dye, and probes E4-E6 in the 3 ′ half were labeled with green dye. All six probes as well as a BAC located 44 kb from E6 (RP23-201H14) were Table 2. simultaneously hybridized to bone marrow pro-B cells of defined IgH genotypes. We refer to this new procedure as bar-coding chromatin loops.
We compared the structures of wild-type and
− alleles lack the DQ52 promoter and Eμ. Based on previous studies that showed no effect of DQ52 promoter deletion on the epigenetic state of IgH (Guo et al. 2011a) , we infer that differences between the two genotypes reflect loss of Eμ. We quantified the differences between wild-type and Eμ-deleted IgH alleles in two ways. First, we determined the proportion of alleles in which three or more probes could be visually resolved on at least one IgH allele; we refer to these alleles as being in an "extended" configuration. We found that only 27% of wild-type IgH alleles were extended in primary pro-B cells; in contrast, 83% of P − E − IgH alleles were in an extended configuration. Second, we estimated the nuclear volume occupied by IgH alleles as described in the Materials and Methods. We found that the volume of extended wild-type IgH alleles was significantly different from compacted wild-type alleles (Fig.   3C ). Importantly, the volume occupied by extended Eμ-deficient alleles was almost twofold greater than wild-type extended alleles (Fig. 3C ). Taken together, these observations demonstrate that the Eμ determines the spatial volume of the 3 ′ 250 kb of the IgH locus. To understand the basis for the increased volume of P − E − compared with wild-type alleles, we examined the "fine structure" of extended IgH alleles of both genotypes. Analyses of Z sections of wild-type alleles (Supplemental Fig. 1A ) revealed looped structures with different conformations in different nuclei. Many wild-type alleles showed a yellow dot (reflecting colocalization of at least one red and one green probe and several distinct red and green signals) (Fig. 3D, panels a-d) . Based on the composite pattern from individual Z sections, we infer these to be classical loops, with the yellow representing the base of the loop and little or no overlap of the other probes (Fig.  3D, insets a and b) . In other nuclei, we found more than one yellow dot, indicating marked differences in chromosome conformation in individual cells. The additional fine structure revealed by more than one yellow dot could ′ IgH domain expanded to show the location of the FISH probes used for FISH. BAC RP23-201H14 used to mark the IgH alleles is located ∼44 kb 3 ′ of HS7 of the 3 ′ RR. (B) Probes E1-E3 labeled with Alexa fluor 594 (red) and probes E4-E6 labeled with Alexa fluor 488 (green) were hybridized simultaneously to bone marrow pro-B cells containing wild-type (WT) IgH alleles or alleles that lacked 700-base-pair (bp) Eµ and a promoter close to DQ52 (E − P − ) (Afshar et al. 2006) . Previous studies showed that the DQ52 promoter does not contribute to the locus conformation or epigenetic states of IgH alleles (Guo et al. 2011a ). Alleles on which three or more of the six probes could be distinguished were categorized as "extended," and the rest were categorized as "compacted." Pie charts show the proportion of extended and compacted IgH alleles in pro-B cells of the indicated IgH genotypes; all pro-B cells were RAG2-deficient to maintain IgH in an unrearranged configuration. Data were obtained from three dimensional (3D) deconvolution of 100-120 alleles. (C) The volume occupied by IgH alleles was estimated using Nikon NIS software as described in the Materials and Methods. The proportion of the total nuclear volume occupied by IgH alleles of the indicated genotypes is shown. The number of alleles used for quantitation is shown below the graph; P-values were calculated based on twotailed t-test in Microsoft Excel. (D) Representative views of four wild-type and P − E − alleles to exemplify the diversity of loop conformations visualized by multiprobe bar coding. One section is shown for each nucleus. The inset represents proposed loop conformations based on the analysis of 30-40 Z sections visualized for each nucleus (Supplemental Fig. 1 ).
represent loops in which the stem is further twisted (as schematized in the insets c and d of Figure 3D ) or loops in which the arms touch at one or more points without interwrapping. Remarkably, we rarely saw yellow dots with E − P − alleles; instead, we usually resolved several red and green signals. Based on multiple Z sections (Supplemental Fig. 1B) , we interpret this to indicate that the base of the loop is disrupted in E − P − alleles (Fig. 3D , insets e-h), thereby precluding additional loop conformations.
We used a similar set of six short FISH probes that hybridized approximately every 50 kb (Supplemental Fig.  2A ) in the 3 ′ IgH domain to study the structure of the locus in normal and CTCF-depleted pro-B cells. Thirty-four percent of alleles were in extended configuration in control pro-B cell nuclei; in contrast, 80% of alleles were in extended configuration in CTCF-depleted pro-B cells (Supplemental Fig. 2B ). We also estimated the nuclear volume occupied by the domain in normal and CTCF-depleted pro-B cells. We found that the 3 ′ IgH domain occupied a larger nuclear volume in CTCF-depleted pro-B cells (Supplemental Fig. 2C ). The conformational similarity between Eµ-deficient alleles and wild-type alleles in CTCF-depleted cells suggests a shared mechanism that establishes the 3 ′ IgH domain.
Bridging the 5 ′ (V H ) and 3 ′ IgH domains
We previously identified two sites in the V H region of the unrearranged IgH locus that interacted with Eμ (in the 3 ′ IgH domain). One site, denoted as 5 ′ 7183, is located ∼400 kb from Eμ, and the other, denoted as 3 ′ 558, is located ∼1.2 Mb from Eμ (Fig. 4A) . We proposed that these interactions bring V H gene segments into spatial proximity of the D H /J H part of this locus for V H recombination. However, factors driving this association remain unclear. To test the hypothesis that Eμ-dependent loops were configured by YY1, we depleted YY1 in a RAG2-deficient pro-B-cell line, D345, via shRNA expression (Supplemental Fig. 3A,B) and assayed IgH locus conformation by FISH and 3C assays. We found that interaction of 5 ′ 7183 with the D H -C µ part of the locus that contains Eµ as well as spatial colocalization of 5 ′ 7183 and 3 ′ 558 probes (a distance of ∼800 kb) were significantly reduced in YY1 knockdown cells ( Fig. 4B ; Supplemental Table 3 ). In contrast, loops previously classified as Eμ-independent, such as V10-V10-3 and DFL-V3, were not affected in YY1 knockdown cells (Supplemental Fig. 3C ). Disruption of these interactions was also confirmed by quantitative (3C) assays in YY1 knockdown cells (Supplemental Fig. 3D,E) .
We further interrogated these interactions in YY1-deficient primary pro-B cells. To focus on the effects of YY1 in establishing the structure of the unrearranged IgH locus, we carried out these studies in VDJ recombinase-deficient cells that lacked YY1. Freshly isolated bone marrow pro-B cells from YY1 fl/fl × mb1-cre × RAG1 −/− mice were used for FISH without further expansion in vitro. We found that spatial proximity of Eμ (probe h4) to both 3 ′ 558 and 5 ′ 7183 probes was substantially altered in YY1-deficient pro-B cells compared with control pro-B cells (YY1 fl/+ mb1-cre × RAG1 −/− ) ( Fig. 4C; Supplemental Table 3 ).
YY1 deficiency also altered the proximity between 3 ′ 558 and 5 ′ 7183 probes ( Fig. 4C ; Supplemental Table 3 ). The structure of Eµ-deleted IgH alleles in pro-B cells resembled that in YY1-deficient pro-B cells insofar as revealing reduced interactions between V H region probes (5 ′ 7183 and 3
′ 558) and a probe within the 3 ′ IgH domain (DFL) (Fig. 4D) . However, 3
′ 558-5 ′ 7183 interactions were more severely reduced on Eµ-deleted alleles compared with YY1 knockout pro-B cells. One possibility for the difference may be that these sites are brought together on wild-type alleles by participating in a three-way interaction that includes Eµ. In the absence of Eµ, the threeway interaction would be disrupted, thereby spacing apart 5 ′ 7183 and 3 ′ 558. However, each of these sites could independently maintain some proximity to the 3 ′ IgH domain due to residual YY1-dependent locus compaction. Alternatively, the differences could be due to the use of untransformed YY1 knockout pro-B cells and an Abelson virus transformed cell line with Eµ-deficient IgH alleles. We conclude that the Eμ-dependent compaction of IgH alleles requires YY1.
YY1-dependent looping has been proposed to be mediated via interactions with components of the condensin complex (Pan et al. 2013) . To determine whether YY1-binding sites within IgH interacted with condensin components, we carried out ChIP with anti-SMC2 and anti-SMC4 antibodies. We detected both SMC2 and SMC4 at all prominent YY1-binding sites within the 3 ′ IgH domain, including Eμ and 5 ′ DFL16.1, and within HS5-7 of the 3 ′ RR (Supplemental Fig. 4 ). YY1 binding was much lower and SMC2/SMC4 was barely discernible at 3 ′ 558 and 5 ′ 7183 compared with any of the sites in the 3 ′ IgH domain. The residual binding could reflect cross-linking of Eµ-or DFL16-bound YY1/SMC2/4 to these distal sites due to looping-induced spatial proximity. To determine whether SMC proteins played a functional role in IgH locus conformation, we reduced SMC2 expression by retroviral shRNA expression in D345 pro-B cells (Supplemental Fig. 5A,B) and assayed Eμ-dependent interactions by quantitative 3C assays. We found that 3 ′ 558 loops to 5 ′ 7183, Eμ, and the 3 ′ RR were significantly reduced, whereas CTCF-dependent V10-V10-3 interactions were unaffected, in SMC2 knockdown cells (Supplemental Fig. 5D ). Disruption of these loops in both YY1 knockdown and SMC2 knockdown pro-B cells suggested that YY1-bound chromosomal regions were brought together by condensin-mediated interactions. We propose that spatial juxtaposition of 5 ′ (V H ) IgH and 3 ′ IgH domains occurs via Eμ-and YY1-dependent interactions that involve SMC2.
Interchromosomal interactions mediated by CTCF
Recent studies provide genome-wide evidence that the frequency of double-strand breaks and spatial proximity of sequences underpin the likelihood of interchromosomal translocations (Zhang et al. 2012 ). Both parameters have been associated with IgH/c-Myc translocations that are prevalent in plasmacytomas (tumors of antibody-secreting plasma cells). DNA breaks are introduced by the enzyme activation-induced deaminase (AID) (Chiarle et al. Fig. 3 ) followed by FISH using the indicated probes; cells infected with an empty vector were used as controls. D345 is a recombinase-deficient Abelson virus transformed pro-B-cell line. Distances between FISH probes were measured after image deconvolution from 80-120 nuclei as described in the Materials and Methods (Supplemental Table 3 ). (Middle) Bar graphs show the percentages of IgH alleles in which the average distances between the indicated probe pairs fell in the ranges shown by different colors. Cumulative frequency distributions of spatial distance measurements for each color-coded probe combination are shown at the right. D statistics and P-values for differences between control and YY1 knockdown cells were calculated as described in the legend for Figure 1 and are shown in Supplemental Table 3. (C) FISH analysis using the indicated probes was carried out in YY1-deficient or control pro-B cells isolated from the bone marrow of YY1 f1/f1 × mb-1-cre × RAG1 −/− or YY1 fl/+ × mb-1-cre × RAG −/− mice, respectively, and used without further ex vivo culture. Probes were color-coded as indicated at the left of the representative nucleus shown, and distances between probe pairs were measured in 75-125 nuclei (Supplemental Table 3 2011; Klein et al. 2011) , and the two loci undergo inducible juxtaposition in the nuclei of activated mature B cells (Roix et al. 2003; Osborne et al. 2004) . Hi-C (chromosome capture followed by high-throughput sequencing) studies in human B lymphoblastoid cells also demonstrated increased interaction between IgH and c-Myc loci (located on human chromosomes 14 and 8, respectively) (Lieberman-Aiden et al. Engreitz et al. 2012 ). However, factors involved in interchromosomal IgH/c-Myc interactions have not been identified.
Translocations between IgH and c-Myc loci also occur in pro-B cells, where they are initiated by DNA breaks induced during V(D)J recombination (Difilippantonio et al. 2002; Zhu et al. 2002; Tsai et al. 2008; Gostissa et al. 2009 ). Recent studies found that AID activity can also be induced in pro-B cells, providing another source of translocation-initiating DNA double-strand breaks (Kumar et al. 2013 ). However, Hi-C studies in pro-B cells have not revealed selective association of these two loci in pro-B cells (Lin et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2012) . To determine whether IgH and c-Myc colocalize in primary pro-B cells, we used FISH probes specific to the 5 ′ and 3 ′ ends of the IgH locus (Fig. 5A ) as well as one that overlaps c-Myccoding exons. We found that the 3 ′ RR probe was close to or overlapped with the c-Myc probe in ∼30% of control pro-B cells; in contrast, a probe in the 5 ′ V H region labeled V10 was close to c-Myc in <5% of pro-B cells (Fig. 5B,C ; Supplemental Table 4 ). These observations demonstrate that the two loci interact and that the 3 ′ end of the IgH locus serves as the major site of interaction. Because the 3 ′ end of the IgH locus has more prominent CTCF binding compared with the 5 ′ end (Degner et al. 2011 ) and because CTCF binding to c-Myc is well-established (Gombert et al. 2003; Ishihara et al. 2006) , we hypothesized that CTCF could be involved in this interaction. To determine the role of CTCF, we carried out FISH in CTCF-depleted pro-B cells. We found that 3 ′ RR-c-Myc association was reduced to the level of V10-c-Myc association in the absence of CTCF ( Fig. 5B,C ; Supplemental Table 4 ). Thus, CTCF is essential for IgH/c-Myc association in primary pro-B cells. We propose that B-lineage-specific binding of CTCF to the IgH locus increases the propensity of interchromosomal interactions between IgH and c-Myc and thereby the potential for hazardous translocations.
Discussion
Our observations reveal several levels of chromosomal compaction that fold the 2.8-Mb IgH locus into a conformation that optimizes tissue-specific gene recombination and expression.
Level 1
First, the locus folds into domains a few hundred kilobases in size mediated by CTCF. We provide three examples of such domains. One lies entirely within the V H region (V10-V10-3), a second bridges the proximal V H genes to the D H -Cμ part of the locus (V3-DFL), and the third encompasses the 3 ′ -most part of the IgH locus (DFL-3 ′ RR). Each domain provides insights into the structural organization of the locus.
The V10-V10-3 loop was first identified by anti-CTCF 4C (circular 3C) assays using a prominent CTCF-binding site as the bait. The spatial proximity of FISH probes corresponding to these sites led us to infer that they came together at the base of a loop that defined a chromatin domain within the V H region. We do not intend to imply that this pairing is strict, in the sense that V10 can only interact with V10-3. Rather, our interpretation is that V10 and V10-3 are prominent, but not exclusive, sites of interaction. In other words, these sites may also engage with alternative CTCF-bound sites within a population of cells. Such variations could represent the dynamic state of chromatin loops within a cell as well as cell-to-cell variations within a population. Because the V H region contains >100 CTCF-bound sites (Choi et al. 2013) , we expect that there are other similarly sized CTCF-dependent domains within the V H region in addition to V10-V10-3. We propose that such CTCF-dependent domains provide the first level of compaction to the IgH locus and, like V10-V10-3 and V3-DFL, would be Eμ-, Pax5-, and YY1-independent. We hypothesize that such a partially folded pro-B-cell-specific structure serves as the substrate for subsequent steps of locus compaction (see below).
It is interesting to note that these domains form only in pro-B cells but not in nonlymphoid hematopoietic cells, although they are generated by a ubiquitously expressed protein. This is entirely consistent with lymphoidspecific binding of CTCF to the V H region and indicates that a level of B-lineage-specific locus activation precedes the first level of chromatin compaction. The nature of this key developmental step remains unknown. We speculate that it may be akin to the state of the murine β globin locus that lacks the locus control region yet maintains several features of erythroid-specific locus activation (Schubeler et al. 2001; Sawado et al. 2003) .
Characteristics of the DFL-3 ′ RR loop, which encompasses the 3 ′ end of the IgH locus, reveal additional features of structural organization. Our high-resolution bar code FISH analysis of this domain showed considerable conformational heterogeneity of the chromatin path on a cell-to-cell basis. Among extended wild-type alleles, which represent less than a third of the total, we noted simple loops (two contact points that serve as the base of the loop) as well as loops with additional twists or loops with additional points of contact away from the base. We speculate that higher numbers of additional twists or contacts preclude visualization of more than three probes on compacted alleles. Because compacted alleles represent >70% of the total, we infer that that the majority of wild-type alleles are not folded into simple loops. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of the conformational state of chromatin loops in mammalian interphase nuclei. Like V10-V10-3 and V3-DFL loops, the DFL-3 ′ RR loop requires CTCF. However, despite being sized similarly to V10-V10-3 or V3-DFL loops, the integrity of the DFL-3 ′ RR domain also requires YY1 (Medvedovic et al. 2013 ) and the cis-regulatory element Eμ (Guo et al. 2011a ). The involvement of YY1 and Eμ likely stems from prominent YY1-binding sites close to DFL, at Eμ, and within the 3 ′ RR (Guo et al. 2011a ). However, this conjecture needs to be directly verified by mutating YY1-binding sites at these locations. It remains unclear why the DFL-3 ′ RR loop has such different structural requirements from the V H region V10-V10-3 and V3-DFL loops. One possibility is that the DFL-3 ′ RR chromatin domain serves very different functions from the CTCFdependent V H domains. For example, this domain has the highest levels of activating histone modifications in the IgH locus, sense and antisense transcripts initiate here, and the RAG1/2-rich recombination center forms within this domain. In contrast the V10-V10-3 and V3-DFL domains are mostly heterochromatic, lack significant transcriptional activity, and may therefore be largely structural.
Level 2
The second level of locus compaction generates megabasesized domains in the V H region using the transcription factor Pax5. We infer this based on the observation that FISH probes located within 5 ′ and 3 ′ V H gene families (labeled 3 ′ 558 and 5 ′ 7183) were spatially disassociated in Pax5-deficient pro-B cells, whereas CTCF-dependent loops remained intact. Based on our current analysis, it remains unclear whether CTCF-dependent compaction is a prerequisite for Pax-5-dependent compaction. Preservation of CTCF-dependent loops in Pax5-deficient pro-B cells provides a plausible explanation for a puzzling feature of V H gene recombination in Pax5-deficient pro-B cells. It has been known for some time that proximal V H gene recombination (7183 family) is normal in Pax5 −/− pro-B cells, whereas distal V H gene (J558 family) recombination is profoundly inhibited (Hesslein et al. 2003) . We discovered that a CTCF-dependent loop (V3-DFL), which is unaffected by Pax5 deficiency, places a subset of proximal V H genes close to the D H -Cμ region. This interaction may permit proximal V H genes to recombine in Pax5 −/− pro-B cells. The structure of a Pax5-compacted V H region and the mechanism by which it is generated remain unclear. Medvedovic et al. (2013) proposed that this compaction occurs via direct interactions between Pax5 bound to PAIR sequences and CTCF bound throughout the locus. At a mechanistic level, this model did not distinguish between a structure that is generated by both proteins acting coordinately and one that is generated by each protein acting independently via complementary partial structures. The former mechanism predicts that all V H region structure will be lost in the absence of either protein, while the second model predicts that the residual structure will be retained in the absence of one or the other protein.
Our observations revealed that the B-lineage-specific structure mediated by CTCF was undisturbed in the absence of Pax5, thereby providing evidence in favor of the second mechanism. It remains to be determined whether Pax5 also induces some degree of organization in the absence of CTCF.
Level 3
The first two levels of compaction produce an IgH locus with a structured 2.5-Mb V H region and a 300-kb 3 ′ domain. Several lines of reasoning suggest that yet another step is required to fully establish the prerearrangement structure of the locus. First, YY1 deficiency results in locus decompaction and preferential recombination of the proximal V H genes (Liu et al. 2007 ). This phenotype closely resembles that of Pax5-deficient pro-B cells, yet the major YY1-binding sites are located within the 3 ′ IgH domain far away from Pax5-binding PAIR elements (Verma-Gaur et al. 2012) . While YY1 function may depend on its weak binding to PAIR4, PAIR6, and PAIR8 (Medvedovic et al. 2013) , an alternative possibility is that YY1 is required to increase association between the structured V H region and the 3 ′ IgH domain. Second, IGCR1-mutated IgH alleles undergo normal V H region compaction (Medvedovic et al. 2013 ), yet distal V H recombination is substantially reduced, while proximal V H recombination is substantially enhanced, compared with wild-type IgH alleles. This phenotype is similar to that of wild-type IgH alleles in Pax5-or YY1-deficient pro-B cells, although neither of these transcription factors is known to bind IGCR1. These observations suggest that locus compaction is insufficient for equal utilization of all V H gene segments and indicate the need to incorporate additional structural features into models of IgH locus structure. Third, we showed previously that Eμ is required for full locus compaction, whereas the first two levels of compaction are Eμ-independent.
We propose that an Eµ-dependent third level of IgH compaction can account for these observations. This interaction brings the compacted V H region into proximity with the 3 ′ IgH domain via YY1 bound at Eμ interacting with sequences referred to as 3 ′ 558 and 5 ′ 7183 in the V H region. In support of this idea, we demonstrate that the conformational state of Eμ-deficient alleles closely resembles that of wild-type alleles in YY1-deficient pro-B cells. Additionally, knockdown of YY1-associated factor SMC2 also disrupted Eμ-dependent interactions. Proof of a role for Eμ-bound YY1 awaits mutational analysis of the YY1-binding site within Eμ. In addition to associating with Eμ, we found that 3 ′ 558 and 5 ′ 783 were close to each other in wild-type alleles but not in Eμ-deficient alleles. Our interpretation is that these sequences are brought together by independently interacting with Eμ. Accordingly, 3
′ 558-5 ′ 7183 interactions were also disrupted in YY1 knockdown or SMC2 knockdown pro-B cells.
Interestingly, 3 ′ 558-5 ′ 7183 interactions were also disrupted in Pax5-deficient pro-B cells. While the similarity between Eμ and YY1 deficiency can be readily explained by the model described above, the structural similarity in Pax5-deficient cells was unexpected. Our working model is that the V H region must undergo both CTCFand Pax5-dependent compaction in order for Eμ to interact with distant sites. In Pax5-deficient cells, only the first level of compaction takes place, and we infer that this is insufficient for Eμ to make stable/detectable long-range interactions. Therefore, 3
′ 558 and 5 ′ 7183 do not come together in Pax5-deficient pro-B cells.
The similarity between the conformational states of the locus in Pax5-, YY1-, and Eµ-deficient pro-B cells requires some additional comments. We invoked a hierarchical model in the preceding paragraph to understand these observations. We favor this interpretation because the major sites of Pax5 binding (to PAIR elements) are in the distal V H region, whereas major YY1-binding sites are in the 3 ′ IgH domain at Eµ and in the 3 ′ RR. Consequently, Pax5 deficiency is more likely to affect the structure of the distal V H region without affecting other parts of the locus. While lack of a V H region structure could underlie disrupted 3 ′ 558/5 ′ 7183 interactions in Pax5-deficient pro-B cells, we think that this is unlikely because (1) 5 ′ 7183 is more than a megabase away from the first PAIR element, and (2) the similarity between Pax5 deficiency and Eµ/YY1 deficiency suggests altered interactions between the V H region and the 3 ′ IgH domain mediated by Eµ. However, we note that our data per se do not unequivocally rule out a nonhierarchical model in which Pax5 and Eµ/YY1 bring 3 ′ 558 and 5 ′ 7183 into spatial proximity by independent mechanisms. Use of additional probes of IgH structure will be essential to distinguish between these mechanisms.
The proposed role of Eµ in mediating the third level of locus compaction via YY1 binding is different from that of Medvedovic et al. (2013) , who found that locus compaction (measured by FISH) and long-distance interactions (measured by 3C) were not altered on Eµ alleles. We surmise that the discrepancy rests on the nature and location of probes used to assay IgH locus conformation in the two studies. Our working hypothesis is that structural features queried by the use of short FISH probes in the present study may differ from those queried by BACs that hybridize to distal and proximal V H genes. For example, spatial relationships determined by the use of 3 ′ 558, 5 ′ 7183, and Eµ (h4) probes may reflect site-specific interactions within a more complex, multilayered compaction state such as that revealed by the studies presented here. For example, earlier studies using BAC probes revealed relatively small effects of CTCF deletion on the overall compaction of the IgH locus (Degner et al. 2011) . However, the use of more specific probes in the present study showed that CTCF-dependent loops in the V H region were fully disrupted (to non-B-cell levels) in CTCF-depleted pro-B cells. This line of thinking cautions against drawing general conclusions about the structure of large loci from limited probe sets and emphasizes the continued need for high-resolution analyses to uncover principles of chromatin folding.
In summary, we propose that a three-step pathway establishes IgH locus conformation in pro-B cells. Each step requires a different transcription factor and leads to increasing levels of structural organization. The gradual assembly of the final structure may be enforced by the properties of each transcription factor and mechanisms of interactions involved. For example, CTCF and cohesin-mediated structural interactions may only be able to act over hundreds of kilobases, whereas YY1 and condensin-mediated interactions may be more long-range. Such principles may apply more generally to generate conformational fine structure within megabase-sized topologically associated domains.
We also demonstrate that IgH and c-Myc loci are brought together by CTCF in a substantial proportion of pro-B cells. Such interactions may predispose these loci to chromosomal translocations initiated by DNA double-strand breaks introduced at the IgH locus during VDJ recombination. Lymphomas carrying IgH/c-Myc t(12;15) translocations occur frequently in mice that are double deficient for components of the NHEJ machinery and p53 (Difilippantonio et al. 2002; Zhu et al. 2002) . We envisage that DNA ends within IgH have time to recombine with the spatially proximal c-Myc gene when RAG-induced breaks are long-lived. The absence of pro-B lymphomas in singlemutant mice suggests that p53-dependent cell death guards against interchromosomal translocations even when DNA breaks are repaired slowly in the absence of NHEJ. Our studies indicate that the sites of interaction at IgH are located at the 3 ′ end of the locus, which contains several prominent CTCF-binding sites. Interestingly, mice that lack HS3a and HS4 of the 3 ′ RR develop t(12;15)-containing pro-B-cell lymphomas in NHEJ − p53 − mice (Gostissa et al. 2009 ). We infer that these regulatory sequences are not required for IgH/c-Myc interaction, leaving CTCF binding within HS5-7as likely mediators of this phenomenon. IgH and c-Myc loci also interact in activated mature B cells (Roix et al. 2003; Osborne et al. 2004) , which may predispose to translocations initiated by AID-induced DNA double-strand breaks. Since HS5-7 remain active in mature B cells, they could also serve as sites of interaction with c-Myc in the generation of mature B-cell lymphomas.
Materials and methods
Mice and cell culture P − E − and RAG2-deficient mice were maintained at the National Institute on Aging animal facility. Rag1 
YY1
f/f × mb1-Cre mice were maintained at the breeding colony at The Scripps Research Institute (TSRI) as described previously (Verma-Gaur et al. 2012) . Pro-B cells were purified from the bone marrow by positive selection using anti-CD19-coupled magnetic beads (Stem Cell Technologies) according to the manufacturer's protocol. The D345 pro-B-cell line contains an inactive RAG1 allele in a C57BL6 background (Ji et al. 2010) , and the Eµ − pro-B-cell line contains a 220-base deletion of Eµ and lacks RAG2 (Chakraborty et al. 2009 ). Pax5-deficient pro-B cells were provided by Dr. Jagan Pongubala, and Pax 5 − RAG2 − cells were provided by Dr. Meinrad Busslinger. Both cells were expanded on S17 stromal cell cultures (Pongubala et al. 2008 ).
FISH
BAC RP23-201H14 was kindly provided by Dr. Cornelis Murre (University of California at San Diego). Position-specific 10-kb probes were generated by PCR using BAC templates with the primers listed in Supplemental Table 5 or described in Guo et al. (2011a) . FISH with 10-kb probes were performed as described in Guo et al. (2011a) using a Nikon T200 microscope equipped with a 100× lens and motorized 100-μm Piezo Z-stage (Applied Scientific Instrumentation). Depending on the size of the nucleus, 30-40 serial optical sections spaced by 0.2 μm were acquired. The data sets were deconvolved using NIS-Elements software (Nikon). Volumes were measured using NIS-Elements software (Nikon). Statistical analyses of spatial distance measurements were carried out using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test in R (Massey 1951) .
ChIP
ChIP experiments were performed essentially as described (Chakraborty et al. 2009 ). Antibodies used for ChIP were anti-YY1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, H414), anti-SMC2 (Abcam, ab10399), anti-SMC4 (Abcam, ab17958), and anti-YY1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, H414). Previously described primers for ChIP assays were from Guo et al. (2011a) .
YY1, SMC2, and CTCF knockdown YY1 (SHCLNG-NM_003403) and SMC2 (SHCLING-NM_ 006444) shRNA lentiviral plasmids were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. The empty vector pLKO.1 was used as the control. Silencing was carried out according to the manufacturer's instructions. CTCF knockdown was performed as previously described (Verma-Gaur et al. 2012 ).
3C assays
3C assays were performed as described (Wuerffel et al. 2007 ) using Hind III to digest cross-linked chromatin. 3C ligation products were measured by the TaqMan quantitative PCR technology (Hagege et al. 2007 ). PCR control fragments for the determination of primer efficiency of each primer combination were generated using BAC clones covering the genomic segments under study. PCR primers for 3C assay were from Guo et al. (2011a) . Primers for V10-related 3C assays are in Supplemental Table 6 . T.G., C.G., and R.S. designed the study. T.G. carried out all of the FISH experiments and C.G. and X.Q. carried out all ChIP and 3C experiments. L.M. assisted in FISH studies, and A.G. provided pro-B cells after expansion in culture on OP9 or S17 stromal cells. J.V.-G., N.M.C., and A.J.F. generated the CTCF-deficient and YY1-deficient primary pro-B cells used in these studies. R. S. wrote the manuscript, and all of the authors, especially A.J. F., provided essential comments.
